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Hastngshots

By STEVE BURTNETT.
On March 16 through 18, the Hastings Law.
Journal played host. to the Thirteenth, Nati 'onAl Conference of Law Reviews, held at the- Sir
.Francis Drake Hotel in San Francisco., TheFani
Conference -was organized. under -the capable
leadership of- Ronald G. Harrington. and Richaid S. Berger of the Journal Editorial Board.
BRINGING TOGETHER approximately 150
delegates- from law, schools- throughout the
country, the Conference combined. seminar
discussion concerning problems of student law

swith a superb speaker, program. Addresses 5were delivered by Professors Richard
R. Pow'rell and William L. Prosser of the- Hastings, fFaculty, Mr. B.. E. 'Witkiln. of: the San
sco Bar, and Dr. Bernard L. Diamond,"a psyc.hiatrist from. the University of .-Cali-f ornia School of _Criminology.
THE CONFERENCE seminar program, under the direction of Ronald E. Mallen, had two
objecti'yes: first, to suggest a general'topic
for eacrh sem-inar, and second, to poiea
outerI limit for, discussion., Suggested, topics

eview.Confab

ilded the Governmenit of-- Law Reviews,"
the.'"Strutue of Board. and Saf"Seection1
of Candidates. and Editors" "ssimilation o
Candidates into the.Law -Review," "Functions
" ances,"."Co mposition
of the Candidate," 'Fin
and Puirpose of -a: Law Review-,"Iand "IEthical,
Consideration."The einr
rovided a
forum for the- interchanigeo.f -ideas, more
specifically, those. Iideas which 1were o aticular interst 'to tepartcipatngla Teviews.,

review,

America'9s Most Comprehensilve Law Sch ool -Newsa
"*To deprive a man of his
bpinion is'to rob posterity
and' the. existing generation. if it be right, then
they# are deprived Of exchanging error for, truth.
If it b e wrong, they are
deprived of illuminating
the, impression of*truth as
it collides. with -error.'"
-JUSTICE BRANDEIS
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ASH CoStitutio'n
vote. set. Friday
Although the ASH Constitution, was 'adopted only last
year, the ASH Council .Will
seek student body approval
of15-,consitut-ionareisions,
and, amendmfents in, .Voting
Friday,
changes hihwexrepro6posed by'Pete 'Tipodes
and' Steve Slatkow and approved by the ASH governing council, range from wording clarifications to dropping
the building..superintendent
from. the 'b~oard's ex-officilo
members and. adding, the immediate' p a st president -'of
KEEPING ABREAST OF .T
A -hile-Prof.
WilliamL
each' year's graduating class.
Proser
as etolingthe wonder's-of the Plasgraf Cash
Tripodes said the revisions
w as astounded by the sudden entry. of the"-unforeseeable are needed ",to resolve presplaintiff," Yv onne D'Angers, Who had come to wish- him well ent- problems, that were im-.
on his 69th birthday,
possible to forsee when the
Constitution was first written
and to avoid disputes and unStudent Council
certainties. I* would hope- it
also becomes'a guide and impetus for, future action," he
added.
Other, major changes. include setting the ASH generByPARKE D. TERRY
mittee convictions.
Hastings' proposed -honor
Samuel told Council that al elections to the second Fricode appeared to, be an un- he- "didn't think there was day in April and having the
likely -possibility after a quo- enough response to go ahead new president and other ofrum-less ASH Council voted and work on the: code"' in ficers take office on the first
to kill the issue at its last view of the 63 per cent favor- Wednesday in May.
THE TERM OF office and
meeting.
able response received from.
The honor code proposal, 61. per, cent of the student date of election for sectional
which was drafted -by Joe body." But he added that representatives would also be
Samuel and Brad Ellsworth- "students ought -to,be allowed changed.
Under the revisions, first
using a model code from the to make the decision."
yeaf section representatives
Nation al Law Students Assn.,
"I don't think '99, per cent will be elected by a majority
outlines a -standard. of conduct with regard to examina- of the students who might of votes cast at a general elecetions and the property of vote in, favor of it 'could- im- tion on the second Friday in
others and provides for en- pose honor on the other one October and serve until'the
first Wednesday in May. Unforcement by-an Fthics Com- per cent,"' he added.
First -year 'representative der the present provision, the
mi ttee composed of students
which could'impose fines of Bill Kitchen voiced his strong
up to $100 for -codeviolations opposition to the proposal.
"I really feel we have a deor permanent expulsion from
the -college.
facto honor !code system here
Due to'financial difficulExpulsion would be limited now," he' said. Calling, the
ties, this pae is unfortuto the third offense for cheat- proposal'a "penal code," he
ing during examinations and questioned whether, city pothe $100 fine would apply lice would have to be called
only 'to serious' offenses, in. larceny cases,I the possibiliagainst the Property of other ty of double jeopardy and the
students,.
fact that formal rules of eviAlso included, in the pro- dene Would not be. applicposal is aprovso o ac- a4ble In honor coe
ition
ulty. review- of, Ethic s Coin- hearings.,

-The

AH Honor Code

Last Edition

term Of office runs from October to October.
Representatives from second and third yaclasses
wouldbelectd-atthe 0me
sa
tmle 'as,_'the -president under'
the amende oitttion andU
serve for, the same.pieriod.
Additional cha nges would
allow. first year. students to
run, for the secretary and,
treasurer positions, although
restrictions wouldI still pro-,
hibit first year students from

running fr-president or vice
president.
Other amendments would
allow,,conniang .of,,n-e"Alutesession o h ConU,
a two-thirdVote of thCox
cl-a aowngrecall-by two
thrS :of*those votilg i
n
election in s tea d, of a twothirds vote, and changing the
procedure- for the Councilto
amend the Constitution by. A
two-thirds vote rather than.
a majority vote.

HopefulsFbloss.om
for AS.H ralces
By PAUL MALONE
There is still'a week and a half
As the, current election begins.,, before candidates must formally,
55 Hyde Street is buzzing with, announce, and most observers ex-'
conflicting rumors about who pect to see more political hopewill seek to fill the four ASH. fuls pop up in-'-the interim.
constitutional offices to be left
Candidates must sign up on the'
vacant. with the graduation -of the election'sheet which will be postClass of '67.
ed. in the lobby from Monday,
Those most frequently men- April 3 to 'Friday, April 7.
tioned as likely candidates for
The campaign officially opens_-4
ASH President are "Frank 0'- on Monday, April 10, and. balConer(Il-C)., George, Silvestry
loting will take place on Friday,
April 14, in the first floor lobby.
(TI-A) and John Unger (TI-A).
Two students mentioned earlier
voters must display their white
for this post were Robert Radway
(TI-C), who has decided to stick ASH. activities Cards
with the International Law Society, and Steve Slatkow (TI-B3)
who plans to be busy with the
Young- Democrats.
IDuane Clapp -(TI-C) appears to
be almost alone in his officiallyDean Arthur S ammis suffered
announced .quest_ for the. vice
presidential chair. Peter Tripo- a heart attack and. was hospital-'
des (TI-B3), who was previously ized March 12.
The Dean, who has, had a hiseyeing the vice presidency, appears to have given up'the idea, tory of coronary difficulty,, will
but- he may decide at the last probably 'remain: in the hospital
moment to throw his hat in the for another week, and will undoubtedly be confined to. hisring..
1na Lavin (TI-C) looks like the home for some time* thereafter."
The Dean's Community,-Pro.
only secretarial hopeful, and Dale
Wood (TI-C); who hasn't quite erty classes will be taken over,
made up his mind, seems to be by Mr. Paul Camera, a Hastingsf
the -only candidate likely to, seek. graduate now Practicing with the,firm of Pratt, Be r m an and:
the Treasurer's post.
Although the two .top offices. Camera.
are open only to those who will
Although Sammis was in seribe third-year students next year, ous condition for some time, As.7.
'those presently 'intheir 'first sistant l?ean Marvin . Anders~yk..
year, may run for .either 'Secre- reports that he is now. improvingtary or Treasurer,
and. is; in' good spirits.

Dea n.Suffers
heart- etlack

Wednesday, March 29, 1967
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Paul Malone has been appointed Editor-in-Chief of the
"Voir Dire" for thc 1967-68

year, announced '66-'67 Edi-

tor Steve Burtnett recently.
Malone, a second year student, was chosen by a 24-ovote of the three senior "Voir
Dire" editors which also included Mike Miller and Jeff
Boly.
Hle has previously served
as managing editor and business manager for the student
newspaper at the University
of Redlands in southern California which was selected as
one of the top five college
-newspapers in the United
States by t h e American
Newspaper Publishers Assn.
under Malone's editorship.
Malone s a i d numerous
positions will be open next
year and urged any students
interested in writing for the
"Voir Dire" to contact him
or leave their na-mes at the
"Voir Dire" office.

dance scheduled
Three hours of smooth sailing (hopefully) and live music
(swinging) will highlight
Hastings' "Mutiny on th e
Bay" dance on April 8.
Tickets at $5 per couple
will be sold on a first come
basis and will be limited to
the first 150 couples willing
to f a c e the perils of the
"high" seas.

COME DANCE WITH ME-Law students too, as this picture
attests, occasionally find time to enjoy themselves. Moments
after the photograph was taken, the orchestra broke into its
version of- the "Monkey," and all present immediately abandoned any semblance of civilized behavior.

Selection of next year's MVoot
Court Board members is being
delayed until after a meeting of
five faculty members who wCere
appointed by the Administration
to lay down policy and procedural guidelines for next year's
Competition.
THE FA C UL TY committee,
which is expected to meet the
second week in April, will be
considering either awarding unit
credit to next year's Board, or
instituting a work-study program
under which B o a rd members
would receive scholarships.
There is also the possibility
that the Committee may decide
to retain the present system under which Board members receive neither money nor credit,
Members of the Committee are
Miss Rubin, Prof. Newman', Prof.
Green, Prof. Simes, and Assistant Dean Anderson. The dead-

Memo -to The Loyal Alumn-

YOU'VE THOUGHT ABOUT IT..,,

The Disinguished
Class Ring
of
Hastings College of Law
A ring created for only Hastings College of the 'Law.
a handsome 10 Karat gold ring with Balfour dark f inish.

WHY NOT GET IT?

More and. more graduates are wearing a class ring. It
seems to become increasingly precious as the years go
by. It's a badge of recognition, as well as a mark of
achievement. And-quite aside from sentiment or tradition or prestige-it's truly a magnificent ring. Why
not order one now? It's easy.
Contact Peninsula Balfour
Regional Representative
Tom Walker
Box 446
Santa Clara, California 95052

L* .

B
Jalf our Compan~y
Jewelry's Finest Craftsmen

cations is Friday, March 31.
NEXT YEAR'S Legal Research
class, according to Miss Rubin,
will be more closely coordinated
with the Moot Court Program.
The class will meet two times a
week at the beginning of the
semester so that all research
methods and materials wilt be
covered before the Moot Court
Competition begins. The class
will then meet few, if any, times
toward the end of the semester.

EMID& 0
UN

sold
c

u-ses

is no longer a requisite to B)Oard
the
o)f Regents approval.OnBoard of Regents i-s equipped
with the formally expressed at
titudes from each of thc law
school. administrations, -A final
decision will be sooa toi-thoruing.

There has b e e ni a great
deal of speculation concerning the progress of the J.D.
Degree to date. The Hastings
student body petition, together with a student brief, a letter from Dean Samimis supporting the change, and faculty and Board of Governors
approval, was presented to
the March meeting of the
University of California
Board of Regents. No action
was taken at this meeting.

Dr. Paul L. Kirk, a leading
criminalisties exper t, w ill be
guest lecturer at the Hastings
Law Forum meeting to be held
Friday, March 31 at 11:40 am in

A.SH. Student Body Presideiit
Bruce Silverman assures that the
Board of Regents will act on the
J.D. petition this year, possibly
at the April meeting. The reason offered for failure to consider the J.D. issue at the March
meeting was due to lack of information. It was reported that
one of the four plans of the University of California Law Schools
has failed to make his position
known to the Board of Regents,
thus no action.
President Silverman has expressed confidence that the Regents will act favorably on the
J.D. request, once it is brought
before them. Silveiman feels -that
U.C. Academic Senate approval

line for Moot Court Board appli-

Aoikk m m

W.

Classroom B.
'Use of the Expert Witness in
Civil and Criminal Trials," will
be Dr. Kirk's topic. He will discuss when, 'why, and how attorneys can profitably use scientists
as expert witnesses.
Criminalistics is the application of the physical. and chemical
sciences to the gathering and in_
terpretation of evidence.
Dr, Kirk has been in the field
since 1935. He has -investigated
thousands of cases and has served
as an expert witness in hundreds.
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A pamphlet entitled "Did You
Know" distributed in early March
by fir-st year student Marshall
Thurber has caused mci-c excitemen than Hastings has seen in a
longortime.
The pamphlet ciiticized the
Administration, Student Council,
and the "Voir Dire" for their
handling of a controversy arising
fr-om a "Voir Dire" article titled
"Millions in Loans," by Bill Kitchen.
The major tar-get of Thurber's
leaflet was Dean Sammis who alindefinitely
legdly postponed
Student-Administiration meetings
due to his "poor- health.' Thurber's conclusion: "If Dean Sam-

.

re

mis is in such ill health that li-e
cannot meet with . . . students . how can he .- administer' a law
school

-

The pamphlet was distrib'ited
despite hostile protests from- the
A S H Student Council. When
Thurber informed Council that
he planned to publish the sheet,
nearly every member of the body
took time to individually ur,(-e
Thurbet- to withhold, distribution.
Most members felt the pamphlet was '-malicious" and would
only tend to destr-oy the rapport
between students and the administration.Before leaving t h e meetincv
Thurber told Council that hie

CALIFORNIA BAR REVIEW COURSE
16TH YEAR

NOW ACCEPTING ENROLLMENTS
FOR

SUMMER 1967 SESSION
COMMENCING MONDAY, JUNE 19, 1967
Separate Courses Offered in
LOS ANGELES and SAN FRANCISCO

Approximately 150 hours of training for the bar, including analysis of more than 170 bar questions. Comprehensive review of substantive law of every bar subject,
Detailed Outlines of every bar subject. Simulated bar sessions with answers graded and analyzed,

FACULTY: Richard Wicks (1952-1966), Maxwell E.
Greenberg, James J. Brown, Arvo Van Aistyne, John A.
Bauban,, Lester J. Mazor, Leonard Ratner, Richard
Schauer, James Sumner, Kenneth H. York.
Tuition: $175.00 (includes Lease of Outlines)
and $15.00 Deposit on Outlines.

CALIFORNIA BAR REVIEW COURSE

9 SUITE 101
4211 WEST OLYMPIC BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 900119
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
474-7383
934-3878
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would not publish the parriptiet,
but he subsequently changedhi
mind and distributed the sheet
in a more moderate formThere was at first apparently
soirie sentiment amiong Adminis
trators that disciplinary actiont
ougjht to be taken, but they finally decided instead to maintain
a .hands-off" policy and ' let the,
thing die its own death."

The 1967 Hastings yearbook,
featuring a lead articlen by Herb
Caen, full color photographs, and
a touch of humor. will hit the
stands on May 23.
The 100 pagre book will. be
bound by a dark blue hard cover
with a gold imprint of the new
Hastings seal. The annual. will
contain pictures of graduating,
seniors and campus groups as
well. as pictures of faculty memnbers and. Administrators.
This year's book is the first
full-sized har-bound. annual published at H-astings, A smaller
soft-cover yearbook was published. in 1965,
Nearly 350 off the books have
been claimed by advance sales,
but a few yearbooks will still beavailable on a firt-tconic firstserved basis.
Tom Wong was editoi in. chief
and. Don Wilson did alt. of the
photography. Ned I-itiun t i nDgtIon
and Dennis Caspe -handled ad
sales and aluni] contributions

Order Any Sandwic h
anid Pay
Regular Price!
The Second One Cos
ONLY ONE CENV 1)
Limited Time

-

March 30 & 3 1

434 Larkin Street
Across from thie
Federal Building~
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Mr. B. E. Witkin of the San
Franci sco B a r addressed a
capacitv luncheon audience
Thui-sfav, March 16, at the
Thirteenth National Confer-

ence of Law Re v i ewS. He
chose as his topic, "Justice a
]n Carte, D 'Oyl. That Is."
The lunche-on was co-sponsoredI by the Bancroft-Whitney,- Comnpany and the Lawyei-s Co-oper-ative Publishing
Company,
OPENING
THE r H U R S D A Y luncheon

was the official opening of the
Conference. which began with ii
tial announcements and remarks
by Ronald G. Harrington, the
Confei-ence Chairman. Stephen
E. Newton, Editor in-Chief of the
Hastings Law Jour-nal, extended
A formal welcome to the -gathered delegates and introduced
Assistant Dean Marvin J. Anderson of Hastings, who extended
his welcome on behalf of the
Faculty and Adniinistration.
INTRODUCTION

ACCORDING TO PROSSER H astings own beloved torts
professor addresses delegates to the Thirteenth National Conference of Law Reviews. Prosser was one of an impressive

toa

DiaodIiksin
By PARKE D. TERRY
Appliation of the empirical
scientific method to the theory and practice of law was
predicted by UC Berkeley
criminologist Bernard L. Diamond at a banquet address
to delegates of the National
Conference of Law Journals,

for eight years following gi-aduaOon. and spent the next nine

Mar. 17.

Supreme Court Justice William
H+ Langdon Fr-om 1939 to 1941,
he serv ed as the law secretary
lor Supireme Court Justice (latei
Chief Justice) Phil S. Gibson.
IN 1942, Mr. Witkin became
the repor-ter of decisions for the

ikn

Mysticism declines

Mr. Hersch of the BancroftXV h i t n e y Company next intiduced the guest speaker, Mr-.
Witkin- Born in Holyoke, Massachusetts. in 1904. Mr. Witkin received. his formal. education in
San Francisco gr-ammar and high
schools, obtainingo his A.B. and
LL.B. from the University of California. He pi-acticed. privately
'years as the legal secretary for

array of speakers at the Conference including B. E
Bernard L. Diamond, and Richard R. Powell.

Diamond, who is also a
well recognized psychologist
and a law professor without
a formal degree, t olId the
delegates that science today
"plays a very little role in
law," but added that change
was near,
"'Values in today's law," he
pointed out, "are traceable to
AFV, 4% 11
1111111

'V.
~

1

V

~

'Vw
~

the roots of Western society,
which" he said, ""took many
of its values from the concept
of mysticism and the selffulfilling prophesy."
DIAMOND DEFINED mysticism as the "prediction -of
the future not based on empirical observation" and. said
mysticism was given support
by the f act that mystical observations have a "better than
average chance of coming
true because of the mystic's
'belief that something will
happen often makes it so.

Empirical reason

ex-

would

pose these predictions as random frauds," he said,

. V.
WN
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"Man needs a system of
values, so he must resort to
f aith which is a product of
mysticism. B ut faith," he
added, "has not progressed
very much."
DIAMOND NOTED that
science, like mysticism, gives
the power of prediction and
that mysticism "d o es not
stand a chance against modern physical science."
Hie added, however, "that
the 'soft-sciences' or those
concerned. with life and. people, have had only a recent
start and are still in. their infancy."

Diamond said it would be
the "soft-sciences" w h i c h.
would eventually challenge
mysticism, but he cautioned.
that "the soft-scientists may'
be mystics masquerading as
scientists and that at present
it is ;veiry questionable whether soft-science is a better predicter than mysticism.
"The balance of powxe r is
near change," he said, "and
c Ihange will come as soon as
the 'soft-sciences' can intluence the direction of people
better than faith, morality
and spirituality. Law will
then rely more on science,
than mysticism."

kd^W^.

r '
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STATE BUILDING CAFETERIA
GROUND FLOOR, CALIFORNIA STATE BUILDING

455 McAllister St.
cisco tui a number of years. He
ailso coiicted a refresh er course

for, veteran lawyers following,
AVeorld War 11,cinder the auspices
of the (aliforitia State Bar.
B~. E. WVI T K I N has distinguis-hed himself as a legal scholar
a n(t w itei . He is the author of
Sum mai y of California Law
"flIl oi-nia Proceduire,' 'Calilni.
r.t
F cence, ' and 'Clfri
Crim-s and Criminal( Procedur~e.'
Mli- W itkin's addi-ess to the
luncheon center-ed ai-ound the
fact thai advisory opinions are
really commonplace. Hie cited numerous examples to support his

thesis. dirawing upon his past experien(-e aiid widespread knowledge of California jurisprudence.
Some of the most notable exam-

pies offered wA7ere entitled: 'The
Friendly Suit for the Reluctant
Signatni e," concerning 1 eg a 1
opiiiions sought by 'bond special.
ists'

through

a

"4rigged suit

"Somebody Cai-es, or, Charity Begins in the Suipieme Couirt," concci ningr litigation of charitable
trusts, and the "Unsolicited Innov ation, or, Have Opinion, Need
Case." concerning condemnation

cases. Filled with judicial humor
and extraordinary wit, Mi-. B. E.
Witklns address was enjoyed by
Alin attendance,

phone 863-5298

Under New Ownership and Management
A NNO UNCJNG
.'SPc wi BI-eukfast and Lunchieon Disc(711it fYr

HASTINGS
2 0

STUDENTS

AND FACULTY

/o discount on all meals

(formerly priced from 50c

-

95c)

HAVE ONE GOOD MEAL A DAY',
The new management appreciates that a student's budget
is often limited, and we look forward to extending a
special discount to all Hastings students. Your host,
CRAIG KENNA, has recently graduated from college,
and wishes to meet the needs of all Hastings Students
in an economical and appreciative manner,
Student Discounts also available for Special Events,
Banquets, Catering and Parties. Contact Mr. Kenna.

.Are you a senior law studenit or- a ncxi
w
Iattorney. lookingc for y our f irst profession1,al position or best location f or your offiee ?

'"'

Do you know which foundatton books to select for
your library?
There's an expert in your 'N'
icinity who can helpl)you
with these and other questions you may hav e that
concern your practice. He miakes it his business to
know opportunities occurring, in your area.
Just drop us a line and w'.ll send. you -his name and
address. Then contact him to see lhow much his tips
help 'You.
You could turn his information into your business.,
No chargre or obligation whatever for this advice.
For San Francisco area:

For Peninsula area:

JAMES B. NOEL, JR.

DON BLOCKHUS
DO2-0227

WEST PUBLISHING COMPANY
1910 Russ Bldg.
4 a Francisco 4
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that he thought they could be
resolved in the near future. Hj
said that unless the unforeseeable occurs, and everything goes
as planned, he hopes to see the
implementation of the program
in a matter of months and not
years,
Sincerely
Nicholas C. Hit
Clifford IL Gould
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their score. it looks like, a grade adjustment by the Administration.
If this was done to all the exams then everyone with a 70 to 73
really flunked the exam. If this were so, then over 50% of the class
failed. How could this happen? Are third year students that stupid?
'The teacher did teach a proper course. Could the exam have been
blatantly unfair? In any case, if the Administration is taking our
test scores and playing with the figure, it is the student's right to
be informed on this practice. Who is adding or subtracting? Why?
What is the rationale, if any?~
OBJECTIVITY
The problem of a "fair" examination may be beyond the pale
of objective discussion. No test is completely fair and no exam can
make everyone happy. However, some are less fair than others and
conat the very least, communication should exist whereby studentSome
faculty.
the
upon
impressed
is
examination
fair
the
cern for
student criticism may be valid and aid the teacher in reappraising
his tests. Admittedly, professorial autonomy in exam-making should
be maintained. Also, most tests are carefully designed and are as
fair as possible. This does not mean, however, that all are sanctimtonious. For the few that raise student dissent an airing of opinion
on the matter may limit such problems in the future.
STUDENT RIGHT
It is urged that fair play as to exams and post-exa mination procedure is a FUNDAMENTAL STUDENT RIGHT. It is an area of
ligitimate concern for student government. The secrecy as to grade
adjustments should end. Reviewing procedures must be set up,
Where so much rests on ONE examination there must be safeguards. If there is nothing to hide, why should students be denied
an answer sheet to check their exam just because it may bear some
slight inconvenience to the teacher or office? If the phrase. "Balance
the equities," has same substance outside the classroom, it certainly
applies to this situation. Culpable conduct on the part of a law school
is paradoxical. A m o d i c u mn of due process should exist so a
student may take and turn in his exam in confidence, Suppose a
student is informed that he has flunked out, After some time he is
told that he can review some of his exams. Thereupon he discoversis
that one of his professors forgot to grade one-half the exam, It:
finally graded and puts the student over the passing mark. However, the new school year is already 2 months old and the studentit
has not enrolled.. It wouldn't be so bad if this and events likeis0.did not in fact occur! There is too much at stake, even in the
lated case, 'for the present hush-hush policies to continue,,
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"Excuse me!

.. .

This isa life and death matter!""

To the Editor:
1
This is a letter of praise For
ac.public
those who feel that
claim is never warranted of an
elected official read no further,
However, it is this writer's opinion that there are times that publie accolades are the only way to
adequately express "thanks" to a
colleague. I have been attending
this institution for almost three
years and I would suspect that I
am as cynical about its student
orientation as anyone else.
.However, like the great mass of
students I have been content to
complain and do little else. There
is one among us, however, who
has not been so content, his
name is Bruce Silverman.
CERTAINLY THE SCOPE of
student effectiveness is limited
at Hastings but within that scope
Bruce has done more and spent
more time than any other student
in my tenure at this school. The
things he has done has made lif e
a little more bearable not only
for his own class but those
classes in the future, No more
walking four blocks to buy a
stamp, no more total lack ol a
student placement bureau, no
more lack of channels to the administration. These things and so
many more have been accomplished. by Bruce's har d work and.
sweat and too often without the
appropriate recognition,
THERE ARE FEW things that
a graduating class can leave this
school, that will be permanent,
but Bruce, through his untiring
work to obtain a J.D. degree, may
leave a legacy from the class of
67. There is little purpose in. list.
ing all of Bruce's accomplish-

He stated further a recent
study Dean Anderson had made
of the N.D.E.A program at BerkeTo the Editor:
ley showed that while clerical
In a recent issue of the Voir and administrative costs of the
Dure there was an article by Bill program at Berkeley were conKitchen raising certain implica- siderable, much the greater part
loans and of the expense was for the collections about N.D.E.
Hastings.
tion and supervision of outstandAfter a series of meetings with ing loans; a relatively small
students, faculty members and amount of the administrative exDean Munster it became appar- pense, as he discovered, was for,
ent to us that although there the actual processing of applicawere real problems involved the tions and granting of loans. He
main source of the controversy explained that while Hastings, be.
was the lack of communication cause of the current University
between the students and the Ad- budget crisis, could not possibly
afford the entire administrative
ministration.
expense of the N.D.E.A. program
DEAN MUNSTER ASSURED
us that there were no philosophi- at this time, we could begin par,
cal or policy impediments to the ticipation in this program in the
near future, dividing up the clerimplementation of an N.D.E.A.
program at Hastings. That in ac- ical tasks involved among the
current clerical staff, with a view
tual fact he felt that the N.D.E.A.
program was highly desirable, of budgeting other necessary po
and he would like to see it be- sitions as they become necessary,
WHAT WAS MOST encouragcome a useful resource for present and future Hastings students. ing to us was Dean Munster's
The Dean was, however, con- statement that he and the rest of
cerned about apparent lack of ap- the Administration were working
preciation on the part of the stu- hard to solve these problems, and
dents, for the practical problems
which have in the past, and still
do to some extent create obThe Hastings
stacles to the implementation of
the program at Hastings. While
these obstacles are not insurmountable, he stated that he felt
that they could be more readily
dealt with by constructive and
open minded attitudes on the
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
part of all concerned.
Mike Miller
THE DEAN EXPLAINED that
while N.D.E.A. is primarily a
Federally funded program it is
Associate
Editors
Issue Editors
-Steve Burtnet
necessary for the participating
Paul Malone
Boly
Jeff
perten
Terry
D.
with
up.
Parke
come
school to
Manager
Circulation
Manager
Business
in
that
and
cent matching funds,
Robert Wheatley
Doug C rosby
his and Dean Anderson's estiPhotographer
mate, a minimum amount that
Don Wilson
Hastings would have to put up in
the
off
program
the
order to get
ISSUE WRITERS
ground was between thirty and
Barry Williams
Paul Rogers
Bill Kitchen
fifty thousand dollars. Dean MunTim Middleton
Partington
Earle
Gray
Paul
ster said this amount was not curMike Willevz
Robert J. Radwa ,
Pete Tripodes
rently available in the Hastings
Chip Pashayan
Bill Hulsey;
was
he
explained,
he
budget, but
involved in preparing presentaFACULTY AADVISOR
tions to philanthropic foundaProfessor Ralph A, Newman
tions in an attempt to raise the
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The Hastings Voir Dire 'is published 10 times a, year by
the Associated Students of Hastings College of the I .axx
Permission is granted to reprint any article or column herein-1,
provided that credit is given both the author and the Voir
Dire. Editorial Offices are -at 198 McAllister Street, San,
Francisco., California,
actidiri ot
necessarily 'those of the Universiry or the Student Body, Letftrs and
columns represent the opinions of 'the authors,
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UN Council for Trade and Development

SHOWS A LACK
QE SETR/\INT
AH1D
SELF- VISCIPLINE!

ROBERT J. RADWAY, President
Dickinson Society of International Law
At the recent Stanford symposium on International Law and
Economics, the history of UNCTAD was traced, and they stated
that one of their purposes was to crystallize thinking on this subject,
looking toward the second UNCTAD meeting this fall. This column
contains a brief description of this international commercial institution.
The Conference was convened in Geneva on 23 March 1964 for
twelve weeks, and was attended by representatives of 120 countries.,
Goals included seeking active and positive measures to encourage
the export trade (both agricultural. and industrial) of developing
countries, and to eliminate factors impeding such increase. It was
recognized that to eliminate the growing gap between export earnings and import needs of developing countries, with all the accompanying obstacles to economic advancement, it 'was imperative to
build a new order, based on new attitudes converging towards a new
trade policy for economic development.
The Conference examined several fundamental problems connected with trade expansion and its impact on economic development. Issues ranging from international' commodity problems to
the financing of trade expansion and the implications of regional
economic groupings were in the center of discussions. Finally, the
Conference formulated a number of principles governing trade
regulations and policies, and recommended that the UNCTAD should
be established as a permanent organ of the General Assembly, with
a Board and subsidiary 'bodies, and a full-time Secretariat to service
it. This recommendation was approved,
WHY 1964?

Ci

eto

M yIe

fied at the quarterly executive board meeting of CYR
wayside at the 1963 CYR con- immediately following the
vention with the victory of CYRCF convention. The re.the Los Angeles dominated, sult was the rejection of the
John Birch Society oriented elected CYRCF officers in
elemient of the CYR-the favor of a Los Angeles orientsame faction which was re- ed faction that had walked
soundingly defeated at the out of the CYRCF convention.
CYRCF convention later that
T H E CALIFORNIA Colyear,
lege Republicans (CCR) was
However, under the CYR formed 'by the rejected, but
constitution the CYRCF con- properly elected officers of
vention results must be rati- CYRCF. Since 1963 the CCR
has existed as a rival to
CYRCF on the college campuses in California. Needless
to say, liberal and moderate
Republican students have favored CCR over CYRCF.
The tragedy of 1963 was
nearly repeated in 1966 with
two CYRCF conventions, but
this time the split was among
the conservatives themselves.
By BRUCE S. SILVERMAN
The ligitimacy of both conASH President
When 1. think back to last year when the new Constitution was ventions was in doubt with
written by Ned Huntington and myself, it is incredulous that the the more dubious slate of ofAssociated Students of Hastings has developed to its present state. ficers being ratified by the
The transition has been made from an inactive to a viable and ef- CYR executive board.
Ofcusthere were many growing
fective student gvrmn
This is the legacy that
pains, but with so -much time, energy, intelligence, and devotion
comes to the 1967 CYRCF
applied by the myriad of fellow students, your student government
Convention. The end must
could not help but be a success, Another- contributing factor to our
success was the elections held outside the classrooms which gave come to the split within the
ranks of the college Republiyour student leaders 'legitimacy as well as the tremendous interest
of the student body in general in what their student government
cans in California.
was doing
MOVES ARE underway to
ASH's first project of the year under the leadership of Joel
bring
the CCR back into the
Carash and John Barthop was a rousing success. Hastings' first full
CYRCF, but only if the CYR
scale Orientation Week consisting of lectures, student-faculty reception, court tours, library tours, and Mixen was acclaimed by first power of review is terminatyear studeiits- Dave Hofmann's Athletic Board also started with a ed. This power encourages
convention walkouts and the
rush, publishinc Hastings' first "schedule and information" telling
students what athletic facilities were available, conducting a com- holding of rival conventions.
prehensive intramural pr-ogr-am consisting of footabll, tennis, hand- The C o I I e g e Republicans
ball, basketball as well as a ski weekend, chess, and bridge tourneys. should have the right to adThe 'Board also sold Cal. Athletic cards on campus for the first time. minister their own organizaChip Pashayan's Public Affairs Board cr-eated. Hastings' first seal tion without arbitrary and posince1873, which was adopted by the Board of Directors of the litically oriented review.
college and wilt be used on the new Hastings school. ring that Chip's
The Hastings 'Young Recommittee designed. The Student Services Board led most ably by
Alex Salamondo has in -fact instituted oi is in the process of insti- publicans must go to this contuting many new student's services for the Hastings student body. vention determined to exerHe has helped increase library hours, increase the quality and
cise its influence toward reBy'EARLE A.
PA RTINGTON
TJ"he direction of the college
Republican movement in California muyay be decided at the
annual convention, of the Calf,
fornia Young Republican Col.lege
Federation (CYRCF) to
be held/April
7-9 in Los Angeles.
and 1963 the
In 16
fast
CYRCF stood stead
against the extr eme rightwing takeover. of the Cali-

fornia Young Republicans.
(CYR), Sanity fell by the

World trade has, expanded substantially in recent years, but
expansion of exports of the developing countries proceeded at art
appreciably lower rate than that of the developed ones. Thus, the
share of the developing countries in world exports steadily declined. Moreover, the difficulties of the developing countries were
aggravated during this period by the deterioration in the export
Prices received (mostly agricultural) as compared with the prices
paid for imports (mostly industrial). According to UN Secretariat
estimates, the deficit of imports over exports in these countries,,
based on present trends, could be neal 20 billion in 1970, using a
5% annual rate of growth-the target set for the UN Development
Decade (1960-1970).
In recent years the developing countries have turned mor e
to economic and social planning, believing this to be the most
effective way to correct distortions and imbalances inheirited front
their past history, and to accelerate economic growth. Implemen.
tation of such plans, however, is hindered by the instability of international markets foi primary products, and by conditions i-estricting the access of commodities and manufactured items to the
markets of the developed countries, Continued dependence onl the
export of a single or merely a few commodities has added to diff iculties.

From the President's Desk

quantity of vending machines (including purchasing a stamp machine), lakinri_. a survey of par-king, eating and commuting habits
of Hastings itudents and has made significant progress in the creation of a i'o-op bookstoire and Cal Med Center health privileges.
Jack Small reorganized the Housing system and created aHousing
Bureau -for operation during Orientation Week,
The Juris Doctor committee through the efforts of Jerry Duncan,
Hai-rison Sheppard, Dennis 'Ing, David Hoopes and other souls has
put this matter before the Board of Regents who will be acting on
ouripr-oposal shortly. Robert 'J Radway has initiated the Dickenson
Society of Inter-national. Law, and 'Ralph Abascal has organized a
(titninat Law Society,
-Continued on Page 6

velopment, particularly trade 'between countries at different stages
of development, between developing countries, and between countries with different systems of economic and social organization. In
addition,, UNCTAD is to be available as a center for harmonizing6
the trde and related development policies of governments and re.gional economic groupings, and assisting in negotiation and adoption
of multilateral agreements in trade. The new approach it has followed consists in the recognition of certain basic ideas: that the international community ought to combine its efforts to ensure that
all countries, regardless of size, wealth, or economic or social system, enjoy the benefits of international trade for economic progress.
Since accelerated economic development depends largely on increasing a country's share of world trade, international machinery
ought to be employed to this end. An expected result is a modified
international division of labor, one that is more rational and
equitable, and is accompanied by the necessary adjustments in world
production and trade.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

In the specific cases of the sugar and cocoa markets, UNCTAD

initiated a series of meetings of governments to conclude stabili.
zation agreements. Some agreements were reached, but the extent
of stabilization is still unknown. UNCTAD has at least brought
an added sense of -urgency and a new approach to the search for
more effective ways of accelerating the development process through
the promotion of trade.

Miss San Francisco Pageant
AN OFFICIAL MISS AMERICA PAGEANT

Jack Tar Hotel -

Grand Ballroom

April Ninth, Nineteen Hundred and Sixty Seven
SIX O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING
ADULTS-$ 2.50

Co-Sponsored By:
The San Francisco Junior Chamber of Commerce
and KGO Radio
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The new Student Leg-al Services Boaird chaired by Darrly Schoon,
has been actively soliciting funds and opportunities fur students

le help in the areas of welfare, indigent, and mental- health legal
problemns.
But this is just the start. The foundation has been laid. But the
froundation must be built on as well as reinforced, Of the projects
that should be completed next year I would choose a-s the most
important the institution of a student-faculty committee, tne health
program. coop bookstore and exam return. Better communications
must he opened up between the student body and the Administralion. A program to interest minoiity high school stiidents to the
'wonders of the law and a lecture series on topics related to the law7
tould wvell he entertained.
How can you as a student thank those w,,ho have worked so hard
for you In student gnovernmeni this year?1 The answer is quite
simple. TAKE AN ACTIVE INTEREST IN YOUR STUDENT
GOVERNMENT. You have the r-esponsibility for providing next
vear's leadership. And if you are not inclined to lead, take the time
to; vote wiisely for the candidate you think will get the job done.
This certainly is y our thank you. For nothing wvould be more disi-oraingj for those in student oiovernmehit this year than to see their
efforts dissipated by an inactive student government next year.
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT IS UP
TO YOU.'YOU NO LONGER HAVE THE 'RIGHT TO COMPLAIN
THAT THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT IS NOT DOING ANYTHING
FOR ME ANYMORE AND THEREFORE, CEASE TO BE INTER.ESTED. For if it isn't effective in the futui-e it is because you did,
inet take the time to i-un foi- office oi- vote intelligently,
The :future of the Associated Students of Hastings can be
summed up in one sentence wNhich I seem to overuse. STUDENT
GOVERNMENT CANNOT BE EFFECTIVE WITHOUT YOUR AC____
'TIVE INTEREST AND SUPPORT.

0o

By CHIP PASHAYAN
Since it was established in
1878, Hastings has availed itself of the seals of the Uni-

ver-sity

of

California and. the

S t a t e of California, rather
than creating its own.
Early last fall, the student
government decided t h a t a,
new school seal ought to be
created for Hastings. and I
was appointed to guide this
endeavor.
In a series of st ud e nt
council, meetings, metaphors
and symbolish were bantered
around in animated debate.
Finally, however, some main
themes were forged: that the
seal ought to reflect the age
of the school (being the oldest law school in the West),
and ought to symbolize
Hastings' most unique aspect,
the Sixty-five Club.
THE FORMER W A S accomplished by inserting the

date. But Mbhat would exemplify the out tstanding SixtyFive Club?
At last, it w'as agireed that
a torch was t],he best symbol,
arranged in such a fashion
that it also a(cted as the fulcruni f o r the traditional.
scales of just] ee.
But here, t(.00, factionalismi
arose in the C(oune-il as to lust
how the torch ishould appear.
One side (th(e vaunted "']iberals") contei-tided t h a t the
torch should formnthe configuration "6,' 5' as the mianner in w h I c h to repr-esent
the Sixty-Five Club.
The other &ide the staunch
"conservative<,S" maintained
that the flam( e should appear
in the tradi,tional manner,
and that the Sixty-Five Club
ought to beI represente d
quietly by a IRoman numeral.
LXV near t]-he top of the
torch.

THE LAT"TER IDEA was
adopted. on the grounds that
the tr-aditional cr t design
more closel\ represented the
v intage of 1h( school. and

that,

thi'sc(IlA SS(I

tv71C

Vi7o uId

s;tand In bettei tai11ste In the
years to come.
Akt the balse oo The seal a
usti
itj
pear th e W
ci
bVliiilatd i
I-h
-1
Ic

(

the Latin mean Let Justie
Be Done."
The other aspect. the book
appearing in the middle, was
an item so inherent in the
mere thought of Hasting:s
that to omit it would. have
been an act of outright heresey (the suMggestion that a
Gilbert's be substituted w as
summarily rejected after prolonged. discussion, again on
the gr ou n ds of extreme
subtlety.
Two :new S chool01ingS
based on the seal will be
available this kAeek

Rights Council

to Meet Mar. 311
The LawN7Students C( i .
Rights Research Council will
hold its first annual conference Mar. 31 to A p r lI I1 at
Boalt Hall,
The program wN
'ill11deal Nwith
the "'Plight of the R, u r a I

Poor" with, particular attento farm unionization and

tion0

legal assistance to rural indigents.
Speakers wTill include union organizer Ernesto Gala,za, (Cesar (TheN ez, labor law~
yers Victor Van, P)o0r g and
Alex Hoffmaimn.

EXPLORER

ROOM

We're helping to develop a national resource

227 HYDE
Cpen

(with names like Sam, Russ, Steve)

We met these young men on one
of our student refinery tours last fall.
They learned quite a few things about
Catalytic Crackers and Residuum
Strippers that day.
We learned a few things about themn, too..
About their curiosity and their ambitions.
Why our interest in these bright young
men? Because young people are our
greatest national resource.

Morn(ay

They deserve all the help they can get
toward realizing their potentials.
Refinery tours and geology tours,
scholarships and fellowships, and teaching
materials for schools, are just some of the
ways our Company shows its active interest
in today's young men and women.
Standard Oil is trying to help young people
discover more about themselves.,and the world they live in.

Standard Oil1 Company of California
and its worldwide family of Chevron Companies

The Chevron
Sign of excellence
L

Italian Pasta

Venetoble
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BY BILL KITCHEN
I-B (ies'. Represenitatsive

In a rushed, last minute

session of the ASH Govern-,
ing Council (only 11 of the 19
members were present) a

scant half dozen upperclassmien overrode the three first
year representatives and one
second year man to lay be-

fore you the worst batch of
alterations imaginable. The
proposed Constitution
changes will not benefit you.

They will, rob you of a studeni. government. They will
create a third year student
oligarchy which will have little relevance to the student
body problems.

To acconiplish this power
grab, Article IlI has been
completely reworked. By a
subtle amendment, the Council will be able to have secret
meetings if two-thirds of the
Council's 11-man quorum has
a bit of business they do not
think you need to know about.
The upperclassmen who made

BY PETER L. TRIPODES

3rd

G

b

President of ASH, who must
be in their third year. Thus,
the third year class will have
at least eight and possibly 10,
votes on the 19 man Governing Council. If the Treasurer
and the Secretary of ASH
happen to be third year men,
the Governing Council will
have 10 seniors and a minority of six second year men and
three first year men. That
power grab will naturally
deny equal representation
and due process to those who
have the longest to stay here.
The three first year representatives proposed an 'increase in representation for
next year's first year class on
the ground that the first year
student pays $5 to support
ASH and is denied equal
voice in the student legislature. This proposal was voted
down on a 6 to 4 roll call
vote, The six upperclassmen
arglued that

"

first year

students are not really ready
for self-government at Hastup the revision comrmittee did ings." Would you believe a
not recommuend, any changes future lawyer said that?
The shabby Constitution
in the way that vacancies are
filled 1D. the st-tident legisla- created by the upperclassture, they didnr't see any pro- men'.s revision committee is a
ceduial problemoi in the way reproach to a law school stuit works nfwv. Why have dent body, The three first
mnessy old elections to fill. year representatives argued
vacancies whien the Governi that the amendments should
ing Council. had been doingy not be placed on thev
such a neat j01.1)of appointing ballot with such obviously
people it likes to represent. uindemiocratic, authoritarian
ltass sections.
a.-rd wrongfuil-discriminations
h -,iis
first year class.
THE NEW first year class
would only be al(wed tlitro-e As yon can see, the plea did
sectional irepresentatives, tht,' n10 good. Nothing but a "no"
second yeai u wild have s
vote on the amendmients can
convinice the Council that an
sectional irepr-esentatives, the,
thir-d year vv o uid have equal voice will be heard one
six sectional representatives, way ot another. Please con1plus the Presidenit and ViceC sider, voting "NO."

$5500
EUROPE FOR ONLY_
POST BAR EXAM ONE WAY FLIGHT
Oakland to London

-

September 4

UVorid Airway7s Boein 707

;YCONSTOP JET
Operated by UCNA CHARTER
CALL 548 1673 from 8-.00-9,30 a-m,, 5-30-8:00 p.
WRITE UCNA Charters, P.C. Box 267, Orindla, Cal-if.
Only a limited number of seats are left

We featute

c't

o5~
r Agency & Partnershi
for Criminal Law
V k'ilantherfor Conflict.
- (ir(
Horn-et for Cari Law
F , t.,- views f rom
riexotic pliace,
'ik'
sAichigan & Berkeley
N ',xcitincgSupercans for many courses

~.ppos.7)'

S'. doir'i le! finals clobber you. Buy a little hep here.

220 McAllister St.

San Francisco, Calif.
(5) 431-8509

Pro

valuable

early

experience

As it now stands, the ASH

-with Hastings student goverment and needs, while

aorstivepriions egandit
nousiv oisions abiguitie
inos oisns,
Andisuplus,
agin oesencablewnd
irlst
dafesteaab
ouhnd-rs
"excess stomach acid" of the
type even Rolaids could not
hope to conquer.
The Constitution Revision
Committee and -0'he Governing Council waded through
the morass, deleting, substituting. adding, and rewriting.
The net result will be sub
mitteci to the students this
Friday.
That result is good. Every
change that is proposed im
proves what it affects.
The offices of Secretary
and Treasurer would be
opened to members of the
First Year- Class, providing

assuring eligibility of all
those qualified .
THE T I ME FOR ASH
April elections would be
moved up nearly two weeks
in deference to the demands
of final exams.
All Council officers would
be elected at that new time,
eliminating unnecessary and
cumbersome staggering of
their terms.
Who can vote and who
can run for office are made
clear,
The Constitution reads., officers "shall be elected by a
majority vote of the Members
of the Association." A majority of what, is a good
question. To avoid future uncertainty and possible dispute, a proposal requires a

Chairmnan. ASH Election Board

11,ed

c

--

.....
. . s s.5 ss~5 . .5.5.
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ASH (Constitution--Coil
Chuniges
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majority

of votes

cast-a

rule consistently followed in
elections generally. As it

now stands, there is the good
possibility that no one could
be elected!
Presently, the two representatives from second and
third year sections are elected by majority vote of the
members of each section. It's
an impossible rule to apply.
Suppose, A gets 40 votes,B
gets 40 votes, C gets 20
votes. No one has the M.h
quiredmjrtyt
would be in the runoff ? It
is proposed that "the two
with the most votes shall be
elected," No runoff is nec.essary.
IT IS PROPOSED that
the Council may convene' in
executive session. The imme.diate reaction is a wince,
-Conntied ont Page 8

The Air Force does n'7t want
to waste your col-lege educatlon
any more than you do.
Are you afraid of becoming part
of the woodwork on a job' Your
career stunted by boredom'? Few
promotions in s-:ight'
You didn't go to college for that.
Arid it needn't happen, either,
Because you c .n pick the United
States Air Force as your employer,
Career opportunities are so vast,.
you'll get a better chance to specialize where youi ward.. in the
forefront ot modern scienct.Ian
technology,

Suppose, just for example, you
wanted to be involved in Electronics. This area alone includes,
COMMuLn ications-Electron ics, Missile Electronics, Avionics, and
others. And these, in turn, involve
administrative, research, and other
technical aspects.
}That's just a tiny part of the
whole Air Force picture, Just
one brilliant opportunity area
arcong many,

You'll enjoy good pay, proma,
lions, chance to travel, active social'
ife, fine retirement benefits, And
you'll be serving your country, too,
Or maybe you want to fly? That's
great. The Air Force is certainly the
place to do it.
As a college graduate you want
something extra out of life--to aim
at an exciting goai, So sernd in
this coupon,
Make sure you don't get stuck
where nothing much is happening.

Hastings College of the LawWdnsy.Mrh2,96
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ASH Constitution--Pro
Cowatinired from Page 7-

The students have a right to
k~now what their Council is
doing-the best restraint on
arbitrary exercise of power.
But, once in a great while
concern for an individual becomes paramount to that
right. (Take., as an analogy,
the conflict between newspapers and right to a fair trial.)
Other extraordinary events
may create need to convene
in executive session. But the
constant assertion by students of their right to know
would check the remote possibility of that power's unwarranted exercise.
It cannot be denied the
changes are extremely beneficial. They off er clearer,
more consistent guidelines
for official action. They
simplify. They greatly promote a student constitution's
primary purposes - to act
as a guide and impetus f or
future action, to record what
worked well in the past that
has relevance for the future,
to provide for, and lend it-

self to. efficient and work-,
able government.
Sources for change are constitutionally provided for15 percent of the members
of the Association on petition, or through the Council, which is available at all
times to hear and consider
student urgings for change.
A vote on changes c a n be
had at any time during the
school year, within fifteen
days of the filing of the petition or of the vote of the
Council.
Present changes originated in the Council. All off icers - representatives a n d
executive officers - w e r e
present. Grievances m a y
emerge in the future, or may
already have. Their redress
is through readily available
and accessible means. There
is one impenetrable barrier.
What was denied once does
not foreclose its acceptance
in the future. For, what shall
it gain a man to cut off his
whole leg to spite his toe?
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volved in criminalI inv.estigation,
she studied such disparate areas
as mineralogy, biology, toxicology, and forestryAtier obtaining
her BA, Miss Rubirn went, on to
earn. the first Master of (riminology degree eve awarded to a
woman at the I 1fivorstV ofl (aliform a.
Imi-ediately after bein1g1.IWaided'her MCBIM. degre(-e. Miss Rubin
went on active duty with) th Air
Force as a Second. it-eutenant.
Miss Renee Rubin, a recent addition to the -Hastings During her Air Pore' career she
worked in criminal in vestigation.,
faculty, is undoubtedly its most unique member.
o h communications~ securi's. and as
Not only is she decades younger than. the resfth
ain ROTC instruictor at Pennsyl.
faculty, but she is the very first lady law teacher in the entire vania State Uimversity.
not
is
history of the school. Being a female "first" however,
Her duties with. the Air Forue
new to Miss Rubin.
were So varied that at one time
During the course of her life, her interests have led. her she even taught, ) technical.
into several fields usually reserved for males. At various course in airci-afi. propulsion, The
Force aroused hei interest in
times she has been a criminologist, an Air Force officer, and. Air
and today she is the holder
flying
every
in,
woman
a
as
precedents
new
set
a lawyer. She has
pilot"- icense. Of
p
a-pivate
____________
one of these fields.
ilitary
course, Miss Rubina
1
Although born in N ew she majored in ( riminaitfi-c.
service mainly 'centered, around
York, Miss Rubin grew up in She received a BA f r o m, her expertise in criminology and,
mly (,mari in the erPasadena, Calif. After gradu- Berkeley at the incredible she is the ou
ture U. _ ir Force to havye a Se.,
ating from high school, she age of nineteen..
Since Criminalistics -sroDt 5cuu ity Police occupational desigattended t h. e University of
cerned with laboratory wovk in- nation.
California at Berkeley where
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JAMES HERBERTJR.
Loyola (L A)
Community Property

MICHAEL HEYMAN
Boalt Hall
Real Property

ROBERT MEINERS
California Western
Contracts; Real Property

KENNETH KARST
U.C. L. A.
Constitutional Law

JOHN KAPLAN
Stanford
Criminal Law; Evidence

JOHN McDONOtIGH

MICHAEL GOLDEN
Golden Gate
Equity

Confi~c ts
dk

JACK FRIEDENTHAL
Stanford
Code Pleading
Evidence
MARC FRANKLIN
Stanford
Torts
JESSE DUKEMINIER
U.C.L.A.
Wills.#'Trusts
PETER DONNICI
U.S.F.
Wriing Prof iciency
WILLIAM COHEN
U.C.L.Ao
Torts
JESSE CHOPER
Boalt Hall
Constitutional Law

SECUTIVE PROGRAM

OUR FIFTHIIC
*CLASSES ATV
San Francisco

:Phelan:':.Hall, Unilversity of San Francisco

Los Angeles

Cultural'C enter, 1619 15:. Robertson Blvd.,, A
more Hall, Univerity ofSan: ieg

San Diego
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JOHN McNULTY

Boalt Hall

Conf licts
Corporations; Tax
LEO O'BRIEN
USF.( Formerlyf
Evidence; Criminal Low
QUENTIN OGREN
Loyola (LAi
Torts,
WILLIAM RUTTER
U.S.C Formerly)
Writing ProficienCy
BYRON SHER
Stanford
Contracts,
STEVEN WEINER
Boalt Hall
Tax
Code Pleading

TUITION!
*INTENSIVE TRAINING IN EXAM ANALYSIS
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SIMULATED EXAMS AND DETAILED GRADING
* COMPREHENSIVE SUBSTANTIVE LAW
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* OUTLIN5r AVAILABLE NOW
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I

, quejfed nor reied efrdosemeni from the loo Schools reroleO
fh.

$ 185. if paid in full by March 1,1967'
$210. if on d'eferred payment basis
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